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Revised December 2012
Proposed Change:

Update the Physics Major-Secondary Education so that the new calculus-based introductory physics courses PHYS 131 and 132 are listed. The previous courses they replaced PHYS 161/166 and PHYS 162/166 will still be accepted.

**Physics Major-Secondary Education**

**Current Program:** Physics Core Requirements: 26 cr. hrs.
The prerequisite courses for all courses required in the physics major must be passed with a grade of C or better
- PHYS 161 Calculus-Based Physics I 4 cr.
- PHYS 166 Calculus-Based Physics Laboratory I 1 cr.
- PHYS 162 Calculus-Based Physics II 4 cr.
- PHYS 167 Calculus-Based Physics Laboratory II 1 cr.
- PHYS 204 Intermediate Physics Laboratory 1 cr.
- PHYS 264 Modern Physics 4 cr.
- PHYS 301 Advanced Physics Laboratory I (writing intensive) 3 cr.
- PHYS 302 Advanced Physics Laboratory II (writing intensive) 3 cr.
- PHYS 311 Electronics: Circuits and Devices 4 cr.
- PHYS 485 Seminar (writing intensive) 1 cr.

**Requested Change:** Physics Core Requirements: 26 cr. hrs.
The prerequisite courses for all courses required in the physics major must be passed with a grade of C or better
- PHYS 131 Calculus-Based Physics I 5 cr.
- PHYS 132 Calculus-Based Physics II 5 cr.
- PHYS 204 Intermediate Physics Laboratory 1 cr.
- PHYS 264 Modern Physics 4 cr.
- PHYS 301 Advanced Physics Laboratory I (writing intensive) 3 cr.
- PHYS 302 Advanced Physics Laboratory II (writing intensive) 3 cr.
- PHYS 311 Electronics: Circuits and Devices 4 cr.
- PHYS 485 Seminar (writing intensive) 1 cr.

**Rationale:**

We need to update the program to reflect the changes made to the introductory physics courses approved last year that replaced PHYS 161/166 and PHYS 162/166.